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Abstract—In wireless vehicular communication, channel properties change rapidly over time. Both, the transmitter and the receiver, are moving, which generates not only time and frequency
(doubly) selective channels but also channel statistics that are
non-stationary, i.e., they change over time. New wireless vehicular communication systems for connected autonomous vehicles
require validation and veriﬁcation in vehicular environments
to assure their proper functionality. To avoid time intensive,
costly and difﬁcult to repeat real-world measurements on the
road, real-time channel emulators that target on emulating the
wireless vehicular channel as accurately as possible, are needed.
In this paper, we present a real-time channel emulator based
on a software deﬁned radio platform that is able to emulate
real-valued path delays and Doppler shifts within a certain
delay and Doppler region. The emulator uses a low-complexity
subspace expansion model where the emulation complexity on the
ﬁeld programmable gate array (FPGA) is independent from the
number of propagation paths. This makes it suitable to emulate
realistic geometry-based non-stationary channel models with a
large number of propagation paths.
Index Terms—real-time, channel emulation, SDR, geometrybased stochastic channel model, FPGA

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years the introduction of intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs) [1] has given rise to the development of new
wireless communication systems. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication based on IEEE 802.11p [2] is used to exchange cooperative awareness messages in order to improve the safety and
the efﬁciency on the road. Connected autonomously driving
vehicles will use vehicular communication links to exchange
sensor information for improved road safety. To assure the
correct functionality of these communication systems they
have to be tested and validated thoroughly on the road,
however, this is not only time consuming, but also costly
and difﬁcult to repeat. Hence, channel emulators that aim at
emulating real world scenarios as accurately as possible, are
urgently needed.
Besides commercially available channel emulation solutions
from Spirent [3] and Anite [4] also software deﬁned radio
(SDR) based channel emulator solutions [5–10] have been
introduced. While the channel emulator solution developed
by National Instruments (NI) [5] utilizes a vector signal
transceiver to emulate a MIMO channel based on a tapped delay line (TDL), Vlastaras et al. [6] implement a TDL with two
c
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active taps and equal power for stress testing IEEE 802.11p
modems. Ghiaasi et al. [7] use a TDL in connection with
a clustering algorithm to reduce the number of propagation
paths that have to be simultaneously emulated. The maximum
number of simultaneously active delay taps is ten. The channel
emulator shown by Mkg systems [8] allows for a maximum
number of twelve delay taps.
The main drawback of these emulator solutions is that the
implemented models are limited to delays that are integer
multiples of the sampling rate. Real world communication
scenarios, however, allow for any real valued delay and
Doppler shift. Furthermore, the channel statistics may change
over time [11].
Scientiﬁc contribution: In this paper we use a lowcomplexity reduced-rank subspace model that was introduced
by Kaltenberger et. al. [12–14] to emulate channel models
with real-valued path delay and Doppler shift within a certain
delay and Doppler region. We split the algorithm shown in
[12] into two one-dimensional reconstructions, such that the
algorithm can be implemented on a SDR platform. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper shows the ﬁrst time how such
an emulation approach is implemented on a SDR platform.
This allows for a ﬂexible, low-cost, highly performant channel
emulator. We describe the architecture of the channel emulator
and explain the corresponding building blocks in detail.
II. E MULATOR A RCHITECTURE
To emulate the effects of wireless wave propagation, a realtime emulator convolves the input signal with the time-variant
channel impulse response. The architecture is shown in Fig.
1. The emulator consists of a host computer that is equipped
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Basic architecture of the channel emulator
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with a PCI express card to communicate with the SDR. The
time-variant channel impulse response is directly calculated on
the FPGA by utilizing a reduced-rank basis-expansion model
that was shown in [12–14]. For the calculation only the basis
coefﬁcients have to be transmitted from the host to the SDR
which allows for a signiﬁcant bandwidth reduction.
On the host a geometry-based stochastic channel model
(GSCM) generates P propagation paths where each propagation path has a complex weighting coefﬁcient ηp , normalized
path delay θp and normalized Doppler shift νp . The parameters
of the propagation paths are the input to a subspace projection
module that calculates the generalized basis coefﬁcients matrix
Ψ. The basis coefﬁcients are streamed to the FPGA via direct
memory access (DMA) ﬁrst-input ﬁrst-output (FIFO) buffers,
where a basis-expansion module utilizes the coefﬁcients to
calculate the time-variant channel impulse response h[m, l].
Subsequently, the time-variant channel impulse response is
convolved with the input signal x[m] in the time-variant
convolution module to obtain the output signal y[m].
As SDR we utilize a NI USRP-2953R [15] that is equipped
with an Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Geometry-Based Stochastic Channel Model
To allow for a realistic modelling of real world propagation
scenarios we assume that the channel propagation parameters
originate from a GSCM [16]. The non-stationary time-variant
frequency response [17, 18]
gPh (t, f ) =

P
−1


ηp (t)e−j2πτp (t)f

(1)

p=0

can be described as the superposition of P individual paths,
given P is sufﬁciently large. Here, gPh (t, f ) denotes the non
band-limited physical channel. Each path is characterized
by the complex time-variant weighting coefﬁcient ηp (t) =
βp (t)ej2πφp with amplitude βp (t), initial phase φp and realvalued time-variant path delay τp (t).
The non-stationary fading process can be approximated as
wide-sense stationary inside a stationary region that is deﬁned
by the stationary time Tstat and the stationary bandwidth Bstat
[11]. We assume that within a stationary region the complex
weighting coefﬁcients ηp (t) do not change for t1 ≤ t < t1 +
Tstat , i.e., ηp (t) ≈ ηp and that the relative velocity between
transmitter and receiver stays constant. Hence, we model the
time-variant path delay as
τp (t) = τp (0) −

fp
t,
f

(2)

where τp (0) denotes the initial path delay that is determined by
the distance between transmitter and receiver and fp denotes
the Doppler shift of path p. The Doppler shift is deﬁned as
v cos(αp )
,
(3)
c0
where fc denotes the carrier frequency of the system, v denotes
the relative velocity between transmitter and receiver, αp is the
fp = fc

angle of arrival of the p−th path [18] and c0 denotes the speed
of light.
The discrete time-variant channel frequency response is
obtained by sampling gPh (t, f ) at rate TC = 1/B in the time
direction and at rate Fs = B/N in the frequency direction.
Here, B denotes the system bandwidth that is chosen smaller
than Bstat and N denotes the number of bins in frequency
direction. Considering a band-limiting ﬁlter gR (f ) and using
(2) the discrete time-variant channel frequency response is
obtained by
g[m, q] : = gR (qFs )gPh (mTC , qFs )
= gR [q]

P
−1


ηp e−j2πθp q ej2πνp m ,

(4)

p=0

where νp = fp TC denotes the normalized Doppler shift and
θp = τp (0)/(N TC ) denotes the normalized path delay, with
|νp | < 12 and 0 < θp < 1, respectively.
B. Subspace Projection Module
The channel model presented in (4) is of high computational
complexity since for every propagation path and every time
and frequency instant a sum of complex exponentials (SoCE)
has to be evaluated. Its complexity for a stationary region
M = Tstat /TC  and N frequency bins is growing with
O(M N P ). This renders a straightforward implementation on
an FPGA difﬁcult since the complexity ultimately depends on
the number of propagation paths that are considered.
Alternatively, we implement an approximate channel model
that exploits the limited accuracy of the ﬁxed point (FP)
precision on the FPGA. Firstly, we approximate the SoCE
by a reduced-rank basis-expansion model (BEM) [12] that
uses discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) sequences [19] as basis
functions. The accuracy of the BEM depends on the number
of basis functions that are utilized. Secondly, we calculate
the basis coefﬁcients as approximate projections onto the
basis functions [12] which allows an efﬁcient calculation of
the basis-expansion coefﬁcients. The accuracy of the two
approximations must not be worse than the accuracy obtained
by the FP precision of the FPGA.
The reduced-rank BEM uses two assumptions. Firstly, it
assumes that the channel is reconstructed block-wise for
limited time-frequency snapshots deﬁned by the Cartesian
index set I = It × If = [0, . . . , M − 1] × [0, . . . , N − 1].
This assumption matches well with the size of the local
stationarity regions. Secondly, it assumes that νp and θp are
limited to a band-limited region that is deﬁned by the Cartesian
product W = Wt × Wf = [−νDmax , νDmax ] × [0, θPmax ].
Here, νDmax = fc vmax /c0 where vmax denotes the maximum
relative velocity between transmitter and receiver and θPmax =
τmax /(N TC ) where τmax is the maximum expected path delay
of the channel.
In case the band-limited region W and the index-limited
region I can be written as Cartesian products the time-variant
transfer function can be represented by two-dimensional DPS

sequences [12, 17, 19, 20]. They are obtained by the Kronecker product of one-dimensional DPS sequences in time and
frequency direction according to sd (W, I) = ui (Wt , It ) ⊗
vk (Wf , If ) ∈ CM N ×1 with their corresponding eigenvalues
λd (W, I) = λi (Wt , It )λk (Wf , If ). Here, ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product, ui (Wt , It ) ∈ RM ×1 denotes the i−th DPS
sequence in time direction deﬁned by the Doppler support Wt
and the index set It and λi (Wt , It ) denotes its corresponding eigenvalue. Similarly, vk (Wf , If ) ∈ CN ×1 denotes the
k−th DPS sequence in frequency direction deﬁned by the
delay support Wf and the index set If with λk (Wf , If ) its
corresponding eigenvalue.
T
Deﬁning g = [g[0, 0], g[0, 1], . . . , g[M − 1, N − 1]] ∈
M N ×1
T
, with (·) denoting the transpose, the model in (4)
C
can therefore be approximated by [12, 17, 20]
ĝ = Sα.

(5)

The matrix S = [s0 (W, I), s1 (W, I), . . . , sD−1 (W, I)] ∈
CM N ×D contains the ﬁrst D two-dimensional eigenvectors
that are sorted such that their eigenvalues are in descending
order, i.e., λ0 (W, I) ≥ λ1 (W, I) ≥ . . . ≥ λ|I|−1 (W, I). Furthermore, α ∈ CD×1 denotes the vector of basis coefﬁcients
and can be calculated by
α = SH g

(6)

with (·)H denoting the conjugate transpose.
The dimension D determines the accuracy of the reducedrank BEM. The bias of the reduced-rank
BEM is calculated

by bias2ĝD = E M1N ||g − ĝ||2 [12, 20], where E(·) denotes
the expectation operator. If Doppler shifts νp and delays θp
are independently and uniformly distributed on Wt and Wf ,
respectively, it can be shown that
biasĝD =

1
|W||I|

N
M −1

P
−1


λd (W, I).

(7)

d=D

p=0

Df −1

ηp



k=0

vk [q]

bias2ĝDt =
bias2ĝDf =

D
t −1

k,p

ui [m]γi,p

(8)

i=0

where Dt and γi,p and Df and k,p denote the number of
DPS sequences and the basis coefﬁcient of path p in time
and frequency direction, respectively. Although this approach
is not optimal in terms of required dimensions, because of its
double-sum structure it offers an efﬁcient implementation on

M
−1


1
2νDmax M

N
−1


1
θPmax N

λd (Wt , It )

(9)

d=Dt

λd (Wf , If )

(10)

d=Df

where λd (Wt , It ) and λd (Wf , If ) are the sorted eigenvalues
of the one dimensional DPS sequences in time and frequency
direction, respectively. For the reconstruction we set Dt and
Df such that bias2ĝDt ≤ Eth and bias2ĝDf ≤ Eth , respectively.
The basis coefﬁcients γi,p and i,p of each path can be
calculated approximately by scaled and shifted approximate
DPS wave functions in O(1) operations as shown in [12].
This allows for a strong computational complexity reduction
of the projection. The accuracy of the projection depends on
the resolution factor r of the DPS sequences [12] and increases
with a higher resolution factor. The resolution factors have to
be chosen such that the obtained accuracy is better than the
FP resolution of the FPGA. We refer the reader to [12, 14]
for a more detailed discussion of the resolution factor.
With the approximate basis coefﬁcients γ̃i,p and ˜i,p we
develop (8) further as
Df −1

g̃[m, q] =



vk [q]

=

D
t −1

i=0

k=0
D
f −1
t −1 D


i=0

The dimension D has to be chosen such that bias2ĝD ≤ Eth
and Eth is the targeted bias that is deﬁned by the FP precision
of the FPGA.
Since the basis functions for reconstruction do not change,
matrix S can be pre-calculated and stored on the FPGA.
However, this requires a large memory. Alternatively, the
Kronecker product can be calculated on the FPGA which
on the other hand is computationally expensive. For an efﬁcient implementation, in our paper we therefore utilize a
separate one-dimensional reconstruction approach. Concretely,
the model in (4) can be written as [12, 17, 20]
ĝ[m, q] ≈

the FPGA with reduced hardware utilization and equivalent
reconstruction accuracy.
The dimensions Dt and Df determine the accuracy of the
reduced-rank subspace approximation and similar to (7) it can
be shown that [13]

ui [m]

P
−1


ηp γ̃i,p ˜k,p

p=0

ui [m]vk [q]ψ̃i,k

(11)

k=0

where we deﬁned the approximate generalized basis coefﬁcients
P
−1

ηp γ̃i,p ˜k,p .
(12)
ψ̃i,k =
p=0

We see that the computational complexity of the reduced-rank
BEM in (11) is independent of the number of propagation
paths. Thus it is very suitable for an implementation on the
FPGA.
C. Complexity Assessment
Utilizing the scaled and shifted DPS wave functions allows
for an efﬁcient calculation of the approximate generalized
basis-coefﬁcients ψ̃i,k on the host computer. The complexity
of the calculation is O(Dt Df P ) compared to O(M N P ) for
the SoCE.
D. Time-Variant Channel Impulse Response - Base Expansion
Module
In order to perform the time-variant convolution
y[m] =

L−1

l=0

h̃[m − l, l]x[m − l]

(13)

on the FPGA the time-variant channel impulse response
h̃[m, l] with l ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1} has to be calculated. The
number of delay taps L ≤ N depends on the maximum
expected path delay and the bandwidth and is deﬁned by
L = τmax B. We obtain the time-variant channel impulse
response by applying an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
to the approximate time-variant transfer function g̃[m, n], i.e.,
T
deﬁning g̃[m] = [g̃[m, 0], . . . , g̃[m, N − 1]] ∈ CN ×1 the
approximate time-variant channel impulse response h̃[m] =
T

h̃[m, 0], . . . , h̃[m, L − 1] ∈ CL×1 can be calculated by
h̃[m] = DH g̃[m].

(14)

Here, D ∈ CN ×L is a N × L submatrix of the fast Fourier
−j2π(i−1)(j−1)
N
transform (FFT) matrix [W]i,j = √1N e
∈ CN ×N
and ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Calculating the IFFT on the FPGA
needs resources and time that we want to save. Thus we consider a reformulation
of the subspace model in

T(11). We ﬁrstly
deﬁne f t [m] = u0 [m], u1 [m], . . . , uDt−1 [m] ∈ RDt ×1 and
⎛
⎞
ψ̃0,0
...
ψ̃0,Df −1
⎜
⎟
..
..
D ×D
..
Ψ̃ = ⎝
⎠ ∈ C t f (15)
.
.
.
ψ̃Dt−1 ,0

...

ψ̃Dt−1 ,Df −1

and reformulate (11) in vector-matrix notation
T

g̃[m] = VΨ̃ f t [m]
(16)


where V = v0 , v1 , . . . , vDf −1 ∈ CN ×Df is the basis vector
matrix in the frequency domain. Utilizing (14) we obtain
T

T

H
h̃[m] = DH g̃[m] = D
V Ψ̃ f t [m] = Vt Ψ̃ f t [m]

(17)

A. Emulation Parameter Settings
For the emulation we consider a stationary region Tstat =
0.256 ms and an emulation bandwidth B = 10 MHz. We
implement the channel emulator oversampled with a bandwidth of 20 MHz on the FPGA to allow for a practical ﬁlter
implementation to avoid aliasing. The input stream x[m] and
output signal y[m] are ﬁltered with a root-raised cosine ﬁlter
with roll-off factor αr = 0.2. For a proof of concept we
emulate F = 20 frames. The maximum velocity is set to
vmax = 400 km/h and the maximum delay to τmax = 0.4 μs.
For a carrier frequency of fc = 5.9 GHz we obtain a one
sided maximum normalized Doppler νDmax = 0.1092 × 10−3
and a maximum normalized delay θPmax = 0.125. To achieve
a reconstruction bias Eth ≤ 10−6 we set the resolution factor
for the DPS sequences in the time direction rOT = 8 and the
resolution factor in the frequency direction rOF = 8192 (see
[12] for more details) and we set Dt = 6 and Df = 14
corresponding to (9) and (10), respectively. The sequence
length in time is M = 5120 and number of frequency bins is
set to N = 64. The number of paths is set, but not limited, to
P = 120 and we assume
for
 simplicity that each path has the

same power, i.e., E ||ηp ||2 = 1/P . Finally, the delay and the
Doppler shifts of the propagation paths are drawn randomly
from the band-limited region W (cf. Section III-B) for each
frame to account for real valued path delays and Doppler shift.
B. Error Comparison
To verify the functionality of the emulator the output of the
emulator y[m] is co-simulated in Matlab with double precision
accuracy. In the co-simulation we calculate the accuracy of the
convolution for the different approximation steps. We deﬁne
the squared errors by
êy [m] = 10 · log10 ||y[m] − ŷ[m]||2

Vt

with Vt = DH V ∈ CL×Df . Since V and D do not
change, the matrix Vt can be pre-calculated and stored on
the FPGA. Therefore, the IFFT to obtain h̃[m, l] can be
directly in-cooperated in the channel reconstruction of the
basis-expansion module.
IV. E MULATION R ESULTS
For the test of the real-time channel emulator we stream the
approximated generalized basis coefﬁcients for each stationary
region, denoted as frame further on, from the host to the
FPGA. The coefﬁcients for the next frame are calculated on
the host and then streamed to and stored on the FPGA at the
beginning of the current frame. In that way the coefﬁcients are
seamlessly available for continuous channel reconstruction.
In order to test the functionality of the emulator we stream
a complex random input stream x[m] with unit variance via
target-to-host DMA FIFO buffers to the FPGA. The input
stream is convolved with the approximate channel impulse
response h̃[m, l] to obtain the output signal y[m] which is
streamed back via target-to-host DMA FIFO buffers and
analysed on the host computer.

ẽ [m] = 10 · log10 ||y[m] − ỹ[m]||
y

ẽ

y−FP

(18)

2

(19)
2

[m] = 10 · log10 ||y[m] − ỹ [m]|| .
FP

(20)

where êy [m], ẽy [m] and ẽy−FP [m] denote the error of y[m]
with respect to the output signal obtained by convolution of
x[m] with the time-variant channel impulse responses obtained
by the BEM ĥ[m, l], the approximate projection BEM h̃[m, l]
and the ﬁxed-point approximate projection BEM h̃FP [m, l], respectively. The time-variant channel impulse response h[m, l]
is obtained by applying an IFFT to (4), ĥ[m, l] is obtained by
applying the IFFT to ĝ[m, l] and h̃FP [m, l] is the co-simulated
channel impulse response on the FPGA with a FP precision
of 15 bit.
The plot in Fig. 2 shows the probability density functions
(pdfs) of the errors deﬁned for all frames. We observe that the
targeted error threshold of Eth < 10−6 can be achieved which
can be seen by the means of the pdfs. Each approximation
step introduces a certain amount of error that depends on the
chosen approximation parameters. The error, e.g., introduced
by the BEM with exact projection can be reduced by utilizing
more basis coefﬁcients, i.e., increasing Dt and Df . The error
introduced by the approximate projection can be reduced by

of propagation paths. Furthermore, the low cost of the SDR
makes the emulator very attractive from an economic point of
view.
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approximation of the channel impulse response (Matlab co-simulation)

increasing the resolution factors. Finally, increasing the bit
resolution on the FPGA reduces the FP precision error. With
our conﬁguration we reach a mean squared error smaller than
10−6 for the channel emulator. This suits well for testing and
evaluating communication systems.
Finally, Fig. 3 shows the error pdf of the signal convolved
on the FPGA compared with the Matlab co-simulation. We ob0.09
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serve that the FPGA implementation matches almost perfectly
with the Matlab co-simulation.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we showed the application of a low-complexity
reduced rank subspace model to emulate time-variant channel
impulse responses with real valued path delays and Doppler
shifts on a SDR. This is a considerable beneﬁt compared to
other emulators on the market that are still limited to path
delays that are integer multiples of the sampling rate. With
our implementation we achieve an accuracy of 10−6 . The
computational complexity on the FPGA is independent from
the number of propagation paths which makes the emulator
very suitable for emulating a GSCM with a large number
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